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Evercool HERMES
Notebook Cooling Pad

Special Price

$8.96 was

$11.95

Product Images

Short Description

Evercool introduces a newly launched notebook cooling pad--Hermes. Hermes overthrows the impression of
big, square and neat traditional notebook cooling pad. 

Description

Evercool introduces a newly launched notebook cooling pad--Hermes. Hermes overthrows the impression of
big, square and neat traditional notebook cooling pad. Its unique design will definitely catch the eyes. The
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modeling concept of Angel's wings emphasizes that Hermes is as light as the wing and easy to carry for users.

In addition, multi-air inlets and outlets optimizes airflow for the steady operation of laptops. Moreover, the
hidden holders in the ergonomics design make users more comfortable while using Hermes. Users can
adjust the angle arbitrarily according to their needs or using habits. Furthermore, the USB cable storage
space at the bottom solves the arrangement problem for users.

Besides its distinctive design, Hermes has a perfect cooling efficiency and its worth is higher than its relative
cost for users.

Features

Multi-air inlet and centralized outlet enhance better airflow and prevent laptop from overheating.
Adjustable angle and ergonomics design for comfort.
Wire storage place at the rear side for easy arrangement.
Angel�s wing modeling design.
Light and easy to carry.

Specifications

Overall
Dimension : 280 x 90 x 28.5 mm

Fan Dimension : 60 x 60 x 10mm

Rated Voltage : 5 VDC (USB)

Fan Speed : 2600±10% RPM

Noise Level : < 20dBA

Weight : 156.5 g
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Additional Information

Brand Evercool

SKU EC-NP111

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 60mm

Fan Width 10mm

Fan Voltage 5 VDC

Fan RPM 2600

Fan Noise (dB) 20

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711158195116

Special Price $8.96


